
 

 
 

Thank you for trying my Aussie Metal Clays, making it 
easy to “Release The Artist Within!”  

 

For more information please check the charts in the files section of 
the Aussie Metal Clay Hints Tips & Artistic Design group on 

Facebook 
 

Differences between the Silver Clays: 
Aussie Silver Clays will come to you in either Clay/Lump Form 
ready to use or in Powder Form where you mix it yourself.  
Silver Premium .999 & .960 - A great general all round clay 

with the added benefit of being able to add the SuperFlex 
component to gain flexibility in the clays.  
Silver Sculpting Clay .999 & .960 - A broad spectrum clay 
which allows you to use in may techniques containing a firm 
but flexible body allowing for its wonderful Sculpting ability. 
Best to use with the Cutting Machines, giving great clean cuts. 
SuperFlex can be added to increase the flexibility of the Silver 
Sculpting Clay. 
Silver Origami Flex Clays .999 & .960 - Flexibility at its best! 
Clay can be bent and folded in Origami Style although will lose 
a proportion of its flex during each use - rehydrate with the 
New SuperFlex pen to maintain flex. Make your Origami 
sheets or strips into the size you need! Best to use 
sheets/strips within 24hours of making, otherwise refrigerate 

 

GETTING STARTED - AUSSIE METAL CLAY SAFETY 
FIRST! As with any product, some individuals may incur 

reactions to the product. If a skin rash or itchiness occurs, 
cease using the product immediately and wash your hands, if 
symptoms persist contact a healthcare professional. The 
wearing of a P2 or N95 mask is recommended when working 
with powder: mixing, sanding and polishing. Wash hands after 
use and do not ingest the product. Take care to avoid burns 
when handling hot tools and equipment. Keep out of reach of 
children and pets. 

 

1. MIXING: Aussie Metal Clays are all Hand Made In Australia 
a. POWDER CLAY: If you would like Flex Clay add your 

required amount from the SuperFlex Pen first, then sparingly 
add in enough Distilled or Demineralised Water to form a Clay 
in between plastic or in a container - don’t over wet it. If too 
wet, let the clay dry out uncovered until useable. NOTE: Too 

much oil can degrade or reduce the quality of the clay! Do not 
over-wet! Just before use, knead or massage clay again. 
b. LUMP CLAY: Clay comes to you in the pack ready to use 
in lump form, no mixing required. Once removed from the 
packing please store in an air tight container according to 
colour.  
CLAY FORMATION: LIGHTLY oil your hands, just a sheen, 
and only a drop on the mat spread all around. Too much oil 
can degrade or reduce the quality of the clay!  

 

2. STORAGE: Once out of the package best to store in a air 

tight container. If your clay is a FLEX clay you might like to 
store it in the refrigerator. For Origami Flex clay rolled out into 
Origami sheets or strips, to preserve the flexibility in the clay, 
store in a airtight container in the refrigerator. Once the 
Origami Flex Clays are dried they will be slightly cold to touch 
and have a feeling of a semi wet clay, even though dry. 

 

3. TEST STRIPS: As with all clays we strongly suggest you 
make test strips of Silver in the size of approx 0.5cm x 2cm 
and 3 cards thick to work out the correct kiln temperature for 
your kiln, as all kilns are different. To check for sinter bend the 
strip at the end and if not completely sintered return to the kiln, 
raise the temperature between 3 & 5 degrees & refire your test 
strip. Repeat until you get a perfect Sinter. 

  

4. REHYDRATING:  Can you use SuperFlex in this Clay?  
YES!  
Silver Premium .999 & .960 - Use Kim's ClaySpray or add 
small amounts of distilled/demineralised water to rehydrate 
your clay.  
Silver Sculpting Clay .999 & .960 - Use Kim's ClaySpray or 

add small amounts of distilled/demineralised water to 
rehydrate your clay. SuperFlex can be added to increase the 
flexibility of the Clay.  

Silver Origami Flex Clays .999 & .960 - Is best to use a few 

drops from the SuperFlex Pen to rehydrate this clay as 
SuperFlex Component will be removed with use. 

 
 
 

5. SHRINKAGE: Shrinkage is approximately 10-12% 

 

6. DRYING:   
PREMIUM & SCULPTING CLAYS: After creating your piece, 
dry on LOW heat, not over 60C/140F.  
 

ORIGAMI FLEX CLAYS: Origami Flex Clays require a low 

heat - either air dry or use a heating device between 10C/50F 
to 40C/104F. If you dry on a higher heat you will deplete the 
Flex within the clays. Once dry you will need to WAKE UP the 
clay - more information on my FB group. If heat drying you 
must remove from the heat as soon as its dry and allow the 
clay to cool and relax. Once rolled out into Origami sheets or 
strips, to preserve the flexibility in the clay, store in a airtight 
container in the refrigerator. Once the Origami Flex Clays are 
dried they will be slightly cold to touch and have a feeling of a 
semi wet clay, even though dry. Use made sheets or strips 
within 24 hours or refrigerate for best performance. 
 

For REHYDRATION ONLY add in 1-2 Drops of SuperFlex per 
10g of clay. Then if you need any more liquid you can add 
Kim's ClaySpray or distilled or demineralised water to bring it 
back to the clay consistency.  
 

General:  Set the digital controller on your kiln by following the 
manufacturer’s instructions to achieve ramp and hold and vent 
as needed. Or torch burn off 

 

7. FIRING:   Metal clay must be completely dry before firing if 
design sits overnight redry again before firing - moisture will 
be reabsorbed by the binder in pieces if left out overnight, so 
please be sure to redry them before placing them in the kiln 
ready for firing.  Firing occurs in a single stage.   

 

a) Kiln Temperature:      

Ramp = the speed or rate at which your kiln heats up.    
Hold = the amount of time to fire after kiln reaches the set 
temperature. 
 

Please note that temperatures given here are SUGGESTED 
temperatures only, and times are minimums. Test your kiln 
before the first firing or when making larger or thicker pieces 
than usual. This helps establish your kiln’s base temperature 
before you fire the piece you have worked on for hours! If your 
work piece is thicker than 3-4 cards (0.75-1.0 mm) make a 
new test strip of that thickness before firing your beautiful 
work.   Every kiln is different. You may need to adjust your kiln 
in increments by as much as 3 to 5 degrees C (40 to 50F in 5 
degree increments).  If you are firing more than 1 piece you 
may need to extend time during firing. Please make sure you 
select the right firing temperatures for the clay you are using.    

   

SUGGESTED FIRING TEMPERATURES FOR SILVER 
CLAYS    

Suggested Firing Temperatures in Kiln on Open shelf 
On 1” Kiln blanket or equivalent for support   

 

.999 Fine Silver  

Ramp at Speed 4 OR 900C/1652F To a hold Temperature of 
approx. 900C/1652F to 910C/1670F for 1.5 to 2.5 hours 
depending on the size and thickness of your piece.     

 

.960 Sterling Silver  
Ramp at Speed 4 OR 900C/1652F To a hold Temperature of 
approx. 920C/1688F to 925C/1697F for 1.5 to 2.5 hours 
depending on the size and thickness of your piece.   

 

Shrinkage: .999 & .960 Approximately 10-12%  

 

Do TEST PIECES First   
Once you have identified the temperatures for your kiln this 
should be the temperature you use from here on  

  

More Information for all firing schedules, drying and storage of 
the clays, and more inspiration, can be found on Aussie Metal 
Clay Hints, Tips and Artistic Design group on Facebook. 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/AussieMetalClayHintsTipsA
rtisticDesign 

 

Clays Innovated by Kim Booklass 
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